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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
We were very sad to hear of the passing of David
Beaton in early December, a passionate member who
worked on the southern side of the Park for many
years. His family held a private funeral in midDecember. Liz will be organizing an event in Sturt
Gorge for members, and I will share the details when
they have been finalised.

If you’d like to attend our social celebration on the
18th January, please RSVP with your dietary
requirements for the BBQ by 10th January. For more
info www.fosg.org.au

Another strange year has drawn to an end. Thankfully
we were able to return to working in the Park as
normal throughout 2021, but after May our
committee meetings were halted due to the COVID
rules at the school. However, we did manage to return
in November for the last meeting of the year, which
was a chance to reflect.
Next edition of the newsletter I’ll share the group’s
working bee statistics for 2021 covering the
thousands of hours of effort put into reducing the
weed load, maintaining the trails, revegetating with
local species, and monitoring the flora and fauna, all
of which reflects the huge commitment and
dedication members have to the Sturt Gorge.

Amy Blaylock
President, Friends of Sturt Gorge
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IN MEMORIAM - DAVID BEATON
14 March 1942 – 9 December 2021
It is sad to recollect that Sturt Gorge has now lost
some of its most dedicated and active supporters.
First it was our patron and plants expert, Enid
Robertson, then Gordon de Rose, who had so many
yarns about the history of the area, then Tim
Fuhlbohm (DEW) whose last Sturt Gorge project was
to compile an up-to-date list of every locally
indigenous plant that’s been found in the park. And
now, David Beaton, who recently passed away on
Thursday, December 9.

David became tools manager for our south side group
tool bank, and dedicated part of his garage to the
storage and care of our equipment along with our
supply of glyphosate. David sharpened blunt tools,
refilled glyphosate bottles, and recharged drill
batteries between working bees. His silver-blue
Prado was a familiar sight at both south side
biodiversity working bees and trail maintenance
working bees.
Before each bee he’d load up the Prado with all the
group’s tools, the poison bottles, the working bee
sign, and – most importantly – the morning tea crate
(including the cake!), all neatly packed by his wife
Liz, including the carry bag of clean mugs. It was a
standard joke amongst us that we only attended
working bees for the cake!
David liked to arrive early at the advertised working
bee meeting site so that he could put up the FoSG
working bee sign in a spot clearly visible from the
road, and if need be, unlock the relevant gate, and get
volunteers signed on as they arrived.

David Beaton

When time came for morning tea, it was laid out
(often by Liz) on David’s own steel fold-up camping
table, which was carried in its own special built-in
storage slot in the back of the Prado.

During his working life, David was a primary school
teacher, mostly in country area schools. He had
always loved being outside, surrounded by nature, so
when he retired, he took up bushwalking.
This resulted in him being involved in the planning
and development of the Heysen Trail, the longdistance walking trail from Cape Jervis to the
northern Flinders Ranges. Bushcare was another
natural extension of his love of the natural
environment, so he and wife Liz joined the Friends of
Sturt Gorge.
David and his Prado ready for a working bee
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David saw bush care in Sturt Gorge Recreation Park
as a personal priority, and his support of and
participation in formal working bees was not enough.

which was fortuitous as David’s health and strength
was failing.

He joined Dennis Rowe working three mornings a
week on the slope below Starlight Crescent, clearing
out invasive plants, principally olives and boneseed.
They made a good team, and cleared woody weeds
from the road as far down the slope as the Grey Box
grew, then across the slope around as far as the
Starlight Track. They decided not to follow the weedfront further down the slope as it became too steep to
work there safely. But David saw another need.
In 2011, there had been a controlled burn of the
bushland in SGRP below the Flagstaff Hill School,
and although the bush had regenerated well by 2014,
so had the weeds. The South African Daisy was
growing thickly and was above their heads. They
worked at it steadily, again three mornings a week,
weeding out the South African Daisy, boneseed, and
olives. They pushed the weed-front back all the way
to the management tracks and trails that bounded that
area, until the bushland once again looked like it
should.
It was during that period that we had our first real sign
that all was not well with David’s health. He
collapsed on site, and Dennis called an ambulance.
But David was determined to continue doing what he
could for bush-care in SGRP, and by March 2015 he
and Dennis were working in and around the creek at
the bottom of the Gorelon Track descent. The woody
weeds were so thick that they could barely push their
way through them, but the idea of freeing the few
majestic old River Red Gums drove them on.
They worked their way steadily upstream, principally
clearing Desert Ash, olives, and various garden
escapees from the creek flat and nearby slopes. In
early 2016 they were joined by Martin Bentley,

David at a Flagstaff Hill Kindergarten “Nature Play Day”
in a clearing on the Gorelon Track creek

David’s subsequent struggle with cancer aged him
considerably, which was shocking and sad to those of
us who knew him as a big, strong, active bloke. He
found the chemotherapy hard to bear, but it put him
into remission and gave him a few more years than he
would have had otherwise.
David could no longer work in the SGRP, and lent his
Prado on a more or less continuous basis to Rick
Coyte, as he wanted his car to continue being used to
facilitate bush-care in the park.
Recognising that the upkeep of their home and garden
was more than he could manage, David and Liz sold
out and moved into a home unit in a retirement
village. They settled in, but after several months
which included frequent sessions back in hospital,
David was placed in palliative care and died some
days later.
It seemed fitting that at his funeral David’s battered
and worn working boots were on top of his coffin.
He was a quiet achiever who will be sadly missed.
Rick Coyte
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FIRST TREES - A LASTING INHERITANCE
A number of introduced tree species have become
established in the Sturt Gorge Recreation Park. I was
interested to know how two of the most invasive
arrived in South Australia.
Olives - how it all started
We are all well aware of the incredibly invasive
nature of the introduced olive tree, Olea
europaea ssp. europaea, and the impact it has had on
the environment.

A short time later, olives were identified as a viable
crop for South Australian conditions and a large-scale
olive farming industry rapidly got underway. The
first commercial olive oil pressing in Australia was
400 gallons, produced in 1864 by the well-known SA
pharmacist, FH Faulding. The Adelaide City Council
also recognised a business opportunity around this
time, and financed the extensive planting of olive
trees in the East Parklands and arranged for prisoners
from the Adelaide Goal to pick and crush the fruit.
These trees are still there and still producing fruit, but
no longer picked by prisoners.

The feral species found in South Australia came from
the Mediterranean area and now forms dense
monocultures throughout the Mount Lofty Ranges.
Olive trees out compete native vegetation for
available light and nutrients, which eventually leads
to a serious decrease in biodiversity.
I found one uncited source that suggested that there
were a few olive trees onboard the Buffalo when it
arrived in 1836, and these were planted just north of
Adelaide along the banks of the Torrens. Elizabeth
Warburton suggests in her book, The Paddocks
Beneath, a History of Burnside from the
Beginning, that the first olives trees in SA arrived just
a few years later around 1839, when the South
Australian Company imported olive root stock from
France and planted it near the corner of Dashwood
and Devereux Roads at Beaumont.
In 1843, aged 25, Sir Samuel Davenport wrote,
"There are perhaps, about ten olive trees in the
Colony. It would be well if there were ten thousand,
for a more valuable generous plant does not exist.
Once planted, it requires no care, but continues to
yield its increasing store for centuries." It’s recorded
that he later planted a number of olive trees during
the early 1860s on his Beaumont House property,
from which he managed to produce a small amount
of oil. Some of those trees are still there today.

The Stonyfell Olive Oil Company installed a large
crushing facility in 1895, and by the end of the
century it had 100 acres planted with 10,000 olive
trees. It was the largest single olive plantation in the
world.
Large-scale olive farming in South Australia slowly
closed down when the local olive oil manufacturers
found that they could not compete with the low-cost
oil produced by Mediterranean countries and the
southern states of the USA. Then in the 1930s, the
Burnside olive farmers realised there was an
increasing demand for residential land close to
Adelaide, so they pulled their trees out and sold the
land for housing.
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Although the extensive olive plantations have now
disappeared, birds feeding on the fruit produced by
those thousands of trees over the past 150 years, and
then depositing the seeds near and far, throughout the
hills, gullies, and roadsides of the Mount Lofty
Ranges, has left us with a lasting legacy.
There’s an old Italian saying, “if you want to leave a
lasting inheritance to your children’s children plant
an olive.”
We are living with that inheritance today.
The invasive Aleppos
Standing on The Boulevard at the western end of
Bellevue Heights, you get a clear view of the slopes
opposite around the junction of the Sturt River and
Spring Creek. Other than the dense thickets of olive
trees covering the hill-sides below the de Rose Track,
you will also notice numerous trees of another
introduced species; the Aleppo Pine, Pinus
halepensis.
Like olive trees, Aleppo Pines have now become
firmly established in the Sturt Gorge Recreation Park.
In some parts of the southern Mount Lofty Ranges,
they have established dense forests and are now
considered to be one of the most invasive plants in
South Australia.
The native range of the Aleppo Pine extends from
southern Europe and the Mediterranean across to the
Middle East. It is an extremely hardy species, grows
to over 20 metres in height, and reproduces only by
seed which fall from the mature cones. These seeds
can remain viable in the cones for 50 years. The shade
created by the pines and the oil inside of the fallen
needles suppresses the growth of all native plants.

dropping them indiscriminately in bushland, often
long distances from the parent tree.
The Aleppo Pine is the same species as the Lone Pine
of Gallipoli and has been planted extensively around
Australia at war memorial sites and in parklands.
These widespread plantings during the last 100 years,
have assisted in its rapid spread and led to it now
becoming a serious invasive species right across
southern Australia.
South Australia is the only State where it is a declared
weed under our Landscapes SA Act. This means that
NRM authorities may require land owners to control
Aleppo Pines growing on their properties if these are
not planted and maintained for amenity or
commercial purposes.
The Aleppo Pine was introduced into England in
1663 from the Mediterranean but didn’t do so well in
the frosty climate. When early settlers Joseph Warne,
his wife Elizabeth, and daughter Mary decided to
move to SA in 1847, they brought with them a single
Aleppo pine tree seedling from their home in Devon.
It survived the long ocean voyage growing in a 6-inch
jam tin.
Joseph had purchased a large plot of land at what is
now Golden Grove where he planted their small pine,
built a cottage, and eventually became a very
successful apple grower and orchardist. In later
years, he handed the family home and land over to his
daughter Mary, and her husband John Barbary, to
continue farming.
Nowadays, all traces of the Barbary farm cottage, out
buildings, and orchards have disappeared, having
been completely swallowed up by suburbia, except
for an old stone well and a giant Aleppo Pine, sitting
proud on the hillside above Cobbler Creek.

The spread of the pines over a wide range in SA has
been attributed mainly to Yellow-tailed Black
Cockatoos carrying the cones while feeding and then
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This is the tree that survived the long voyage from
England in a jam tin, and is the oldest known living
specimen of an Aleppo Pine in Australia. At 174
years old, it looks like it still has a lot of life left in
it. Introduced or not, the National Trust of SA has
categorized it as being of “regional significance”.

It’s pointless to blame those early settlers for the
environmental changes they’ve caused, they weren’t
doing anything wrong by their standards. Human
impact on our native vegetation, especially since
European settlement has been profound, but
thankfully, attitudes towards the environment since
then have changed considerably.
Les Gray

WE WANT
YOU

TO PAY YOUR
ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP
RENEWAL
FOR 2022
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A WORD ABOUT “CUTTING UP”
“What’s ‘cutting up” you may ask? Well, any
member who attends working bees knows exactly
what I mean. It concerns the invasive woody weeds
that we are trying to eliminate in the Sturt Gorge
Recreation Park, like olives, Desert Ash, Dog Rose,
Rhamnus etc. In situations where we cut them down,
or grub them out, or cut off low branches to facilitate
drill-and-fill poisoning at the base of the plant, what
should we do with the branches that we remove?
Often there are a lot of them!

many of the bush situations where we have working
bees, these are not viable options.
The method of solving this problem that has been
recommended by bush-care experts is to dispose of
the leafy branches by cutting them up into pieces
short enough so they can be used to mulch the ground.
This mulch should not be piled, it should be scattered
such that small native plants are not covered, and
thinly enough so that shoots from native seeds, bulbs,
and tubers can push up through it.

The easiest thing would be to just leave them lying
where they fall, but then they become trip hazards and
obstructions to our future work. Olive branches
harden as they dry out, and would lie there for up to
ten years or more, with many spiky protrusions and
trip hazards obstructing us in follow-up weeding
bees. In short, if they are left where they fall, they
become hazards to our safety. Branches heavy with
foliage may also fall on and smother some of the
smaller native plants that we are trying to protect and
they could also be a fire hazard.
To solve some of these problems we might choose a
clear spot and pile them all together and leave them
there to rot. That is still relatively easy to do. In parts
of the park where the native biodiversity is highly
degraded, that may be a workable solution, so long as
it doesn’t create a fire hazard. But in any bushland or
remnant bushland setting, choosing a “clear” spot to
pile branches will likely smother native seeds, bulbs,
or tubers that will be trying to come up after good
rains. Also, the pile would burn very hot in a fire
situation, killing everything nearby and possibly
starting a crown fire.
Piling may be the way to go if the pile is accessible
enough to enable it to be trucked away for mulching,
or machine mulched on site, or burnt in a controlled
manner, which is sometimes the case. However, in

Dennis doing it right and cutting up

Generally, it only takes one winter to rot the mulch
sufficiently to a stage where it is no longer easily
distinguishable from other bush leaf and bark litter. It
helps to conserve soil moisture, slows water flow
after rain allowing it to sink into the soil instead of
running off, helps prevent erosion, and as the mulch
rots it provides native plants with nutrients.
Woody branches are cut short enough so that they can
lie in contact with the ground. This way all the
biomass of the woody weed plants stays in the park
and adds to soil fertility. All this does not happen if
the branches are trucked out and disposed of off-site,
or even burnt onsite.
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One more useful thing I tried to do to prevent the
problem was changing activity after a while; to stop
cutting up and do some drill-and-fill, or pulling out
small olives, dig out or cut-and-dab slightly bigger
ones, scatter, cut up, mulch, or move it off native
plants, or fetch a tool or more poison for someone. If
everyone varied their activities it would help reduce
injury and break the tedium of “cutting-up”.

Regenerating River Red Gums coming through rotted
remains of cut up olives

That is the ideal procedure. However, there are some
down-sides. Firstly, some working bee volunteers
find “cutting up” to be tedious, boring and repetitive,
whereas tackling a medium to large olive is an
interesting challenge. But, knowing the benefits of
“cutting up” I get a rewarding sense of satisfaction
looking at the results of “cutting up” that has been
well done, (see photo 2), and that motivates future
“cutting up”. It’s all a matter of point of view.

If some members avoid cutting up altogether because
they view it as tedious and boring it creates a
problem; all the joint stress goes onto the people who
do take on the job. To slightly misquote an old saying;
many hands make lighter work. Of course, some
members, for health reasons, can’t do some tasks, and
that’s fine. We are just grateful for whatever they can
contribute. Any volunteer experiencing pain caused
by a working bee activity should stop that activity
immediately.

However, there is a another down-side to “cutting up”
that deserves serious consideration. In an email John
Bojczuk sent to me after a recent working bee, he
wrote;
I talked to another member before we started and
found he and I have finger, wrist and elbow issues
with lengthy bouts of cutting using secateurs and
loppers. What we really do not want is working bee
volunteers becoming incapacitated by joint stress,
carpal tunnel syndrome or RSI. So, how to avoid this?
I use loppers by preference, since they don’t seem to
cause me any problems, but I can only use secateurs
for a short time or my hand cramps. Swapping from
secateurs to loppers for a while can help somewhat.

Cut up olive spread on the ground as mulch at a work site

There is also something else we can do to improve
the “cutting up” situation, and that is to never prune,
cut down or fell more woody weeds than can be cut
up by the end of the working bee. That will usually
mean stopping such activities well before the end of
the working bee.
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Not doing this (and, chainsaw in hand, I’ve probably
been guilty of this myself) results in either excessive
pressure on those trying to complete the cutting up,
and/or the job being left not properly finished.
Working bee leaders have been known to revisit a
working bee site in following days to finish the
cutting up. This should not be necessary.
Another way to avoid this situation is for each
volunteer to only cut-off or grub out a limited
amount, then to cut it up before cutting down or
grubbing the next bit, and so on. The whole operation
can then proceed in a more controlled manner with
improved outcomes.
Rick Coyte
(Ex-working bee leader, south side)
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MAGPIE CREEK HIKE
When I first started to explore the Sturt Gorge area
more than a decade ago, I came across the Magpie
Creek trail. At that stage it was a short loop only.

The first creek crossing has been improved with
stepping stones.

Since then, many new trails have been created in the
Blackwood Hill Reserve, most of them shared trails
tailored towards bike riders. It is good to see, that a
short section of trail along Magpie Creek has been
nominated a double RED hike for walkers only.

A short distance further on is a dense patch of couch
grass, which grows very thick all year round. This
section has been slashed and a line of flagstones now
clearly defines the trail across the creek.

Recently, Mitcham Council Trail Maintenance team
had a working bee on this trail section and made
substantial improvements at various locations. This
team is led by a council officer who also supplies
tools, morning break sustenance of drinks, cakes and
fruit. The volunteers are mainly off-road bike riders
and also two members of Friends of Sturt Gorge.
If you approach the Magpie Creek Hike from
Clematis Drive in Blackwood, there was an initial
steep slope which was very slippery when wet. This
has now been realigned and made much smoother. If
you see a sawn-off gum tree stump, this was a fallen
tree that was cut up and the timber relocated.

A bit further along there is a rocky section, there used
to be a large dog rose bush here which used to make
it very difficult to traverse the creek twice within
metres.
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The dog rose has long been cut down and poisoned
by “Bush for Life” volunteers, and the crossing has
now been improved with a number of relocated
boulders and two large stepping stones.

To move further downstream you will find a
relocated upper trail to avoid the rugged trail beside
the creek which gets very wet in the winter.
When you get to the end of a very picturesque section
of the Magpie Creek Hike, you can continue on
shared trails towards Mountbatten Rd or loop back
along the railway line shared trails to your starting
point.
Keep walking,
Albert Kuster

NEWSLETTER
CONTRIBUTIONS
I will endeavour to produce a newsletter on a
quarterly basis; ie. around the end of each
March, June, September and December, and
look forward to receiving articles, reports and
images relating to our activities that you think
will be of interest to our members.
Check out past issues as a guide for content.
Good sharp images to accompany articles are
also welcome.
Move further along the trail over another crossing,
which shall be improved in future working bees, you
will arrive at a fallen log, which used to be a meeting
place with remnants of an old camp fire.

Please provide your text as files attached to
emails, not as emails themselves, likewise
your photos as separate files. List the
captions for each image below the article in
the email.
Email your articles to
lesgray2020@gmail.com

To move further downstream you will find a ocated
trail to avoid the rugged trail beside To move further

Les Gray
Newsletter editor
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FRIENDS OF STURT GORGE
MEMBERSHIP
Renewals due 1st January 2022
Annual membership renewals for Friends of Sturt
Gorge are due as at the 1st of January each year and
the subscription remains at $10.00 per member or
family living at the same address.
The preferred method of payment is by direct or
electronic deposit to our bank account as detailed
below. Please ensure your name is quoted in the
reference panel so that it will appear on our bank
statement.
Also, please request your bank to advise us by e-mail
of the transaction (if this service is available).
Bank Account details
Name: Friends of Sturt Gorge
BSB No:
105-078
Account No. 054419440
Reference:
YOUR NAME

If you have changed any of your details since last
renewing, please advise the treasurer by e-mail to
bobgrant@adam.com.au
An acknowledgement will be sent by e-mail where
appropriate.
Members who have paid in advance will be
separately notified.

Bob Grant
Membership Officer/Treasurer
Friends of Sturt Gorge
c/o 14 Gorge Road
Bellevue Heights 5050
Phone 7329 8296
e-mail: bobgrant@adam.com.au

If you do not have a facility to pay electronically you
may pay by traditional methods but if remitting by
post, please do not send cash.
If you wish to also make a donation, please increase
your remittance accordingly and advise me by e-mail,
although naturally this will get captured in the
banking system.
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